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ABSTRACT 
The Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) currently operdtes 28 depots in the United 
States from which it supplies over 45,000 customers with over three million products 
proorred from over 10,000 suppliers. DLA plans to reduce it~ infrilstructure and proposes 
to analyze its distribution system using the Strategic Analysis of lntegr<~ted Logistics 
Systems (SAILS) model -a mixed integer linear programming model widely used by 
ch•ilian organizations to make facility location and logistics network design decbions. The 
s ize uf DLA'sdistribution system precludes directly evaluating;~ ll possible depot, product, 
and customer combinations. This thesis derives a 29 product, 113 customer aggregation 
scheme which facilitates SAILS execution and appears to adequ;~tely capture sufficient 
dctail to arrurately model DLA. Extensive comparisons bctwet'n this <1ggregation SC"heme 
and others (44, 49, ;~nd 67 product; and 199 and 113 customer aggregations) at H.IO, 90, 80, 
SO, and 30 percent of derived depot throughput capacity show solutions to different 
aggregations result in virtually identical closure recommendations ;~nd total annual costs. 
This thesis shows how DLA ran save over 300 million dollars annually through d epot 
closure and reorganization. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This thesis shows how the Defense Logistic Agency (DLAJ can 
save over 300 million dollars annually through depot closure and 
reorganization . This conclusion follows extensive analysis of 
DLA's distribution network using the Strategic Analysis of 
Integrated Logistics Systems {SAILS) model - a mixed integer 
linear programming model widely used by civilian organizations to 
make facility location and logist i cs network design decisions . 
This thesis derives a 29-product, 113-customer aggregation scheme 
which facilitates SAILS execution and appears to adequately 
capture sufficient detail to accurately model DLA. Extensive 
comparisons between this aggregation scheme and others (44-, 49 
and 67-product ; and 199- and 113 - customer aggregations ) at 100 , 
90, 80, 50, and 30 percent of derived depot throughput capacity 
show solutions to different aggregations result in virtually 
identica l closure recorrrnendations and total annual cost. 
The Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) currently operates 28 
depots in the United States f rom which it supplies over 45,000 
customers ;-fith over three million products procured from over 
10,000 suppliers. DLA must reduce operating costs to accommodate 
declining Defense budgets. Consequently, a number of facilities 
has been slated for closure or realignment under the Defense Base 
Realignment and Closure (BRACl Commission's 1991 and 1993 
recommendations. DLA will plan further closures for 1995 using 
the Strategic Analysi s o f Integrated Logistics Systems (SAILS) 
vi 
model The size of DLA's distribution system precludes directly 
evaluating all possible depot, product, and customer 
combinations . Without aggregation, data input and output would 
be overwhelming even if sufficient computer memory, computational 
ilbility, a~d storage exist to solve the resulting SAILS' mixed 
integer linear program. 
Even with aggregation, modeling of DLA's extensive 
distribution system requires enormous amounts of data. This 
thesis uses the following information supplied by DLA: the 1 992 
Material Release Order files containing over 17 million material 
shipment transactions totaling over 1 billion pounds from which 
demand and customer information is obtained, depot fixed and 
v a riable costs, and depot throughput capacity information. 
Because of difficulty obtaining and manipulating the required 
files, this thesis does not directly model subsistence material 
which accounts for approximately 25 percent of total demand 
weight . Instead, it uses a conservative estimate of the depot 
throughput capacity . From all data, a 29-product. 113 - customer 
aggregation scheme is developed and extensively tested on a 586 
66 MHz personal computer with 261 megabytes of extended memory. 
Solutions produced using the va rious aggregation schemes 
indicate that significant annual savings of over 300 million 
dollars can be realized from depot closures and reorganization . 
Recommended closures decrease fixed and variable costs by 
approximately 349 millio~ dollars while increasing transportation 
costs by 13.5 mi llion dollars. 
vii 

I . INTRODUCTION 
The Defense Logistics Agency (DLA} must reduce it 
operating costs to accoiTUTIOdate declining Def ense budgets . 
Consequently, a number of facilities has been slated for 
closure or realignment under the Defense Base Realignment and 
Closure \BRAC) Commission's 1991 (BRAC Corrmission [1991JJ and 
1993 (BRAC Commission (1993) J recommendations. DLA "'ill plan 
further closures fo:: 1995 us i ng the Strategic Anal ysis of 
Integrated Logistics Systems (SAILS) model I INSIGHT Inc . 
[1993]). SAILS is a computer program ....,idely used by civilian 
companies to make plant location, warehouse location, and 
inventory positioning decisions (Appendix A contains the 
underlying mixed integer linear program at the heart of 
SAILS) The size of the DLA's distribution system precludes 
directly evaluating all possible depot, product, and customer 
co:nbinations. Without aggregation, data input and output 
would be overwhelming even if sufficient computer memory , 
computational ability, and storage exist to solve the . 
result i ng SAILS ' mixed integer linear program . This thesis 
defines aggregation schemes for DLA products, customers, and 
suppliers for use in SAILS. 
A. DBFBNSE LOGIS'l':ICS AGBNCY 
OLA' s primary mission is timely provisioning of consumabl e 
material to Department of Defense act ivities during either 
peacetime or wartime. DLA ' s prob l em is ho~o.· to maintain the 
current level of customer servi ce while closing existing 
facilities and reducing operating costs . House \1978 ] 
succinctly states DLA's dilemma: 
The importance of the facility location problem is due 
primarily to the fact that distribut ion cent ers represent 
s i gnificant cost centers in the distribution channel ... 
distribution depots represent points where customer 
serv~ce ~s provided through the maintenance of 
inventories. In many situations, it can be shown that as 
mor e facilities are sited there is a p roportional increase 
in the amount of cust omer service provided ... [House 1978 
p. 1] 
The DLA distribution system is primari ly a two~echelon 
system where materials flow in large shipments from suppliers 
to depots and from these depots in smaller order quanti t ies to 
the ultimate consumers . A Smdll amount of material flows 
directly from vendor to customer but suppliers do not 
necessarily remain constant over time , and therefor e this 
thesis models DLA ' s disc::-ibution system as a pure two~echelon 
syst.em with no direct vendor to customer flows . 
DLA manages a diverse mix of material including 
subsistence items, aircra f t repair parts, clothing, paper 
products, f uel, medicines, a nd const ruct ion material (DU., 
[19921 I To operate t he distribution system, DLA has: 
• six inventory control points responsible for ~nventory 
management of over chree million line items . 
28 distribuLion depots located throughout t h e United 
States responsible for the receipt, storage, and 
distribuLion of thi s material (OLA , 1992] . 
DLA has recently assumed grear.er responsibilities as the 
Oepa:::-tme:lt of Defense (000) att.emp:.s to reduce operating costs 
by consolidating operations. As tfl.e result of oe:ense 
t-lanagement Review Decisions (DMRD) issued by the Secretary of 
De tense [1989], the following actions have increased DLA' s 
responsibilities : 
Consumable items previously managed by the individual 
services have been transferred to DLA; this action has the 
potentia l to increase the range of materials managed by 
981,000 line items !DMRD 926 (1989]). 
Distr:.bution depots previously operated by the individual 
services have been transferred to DLA which increased 
DLA's total number of depots t o thit·ty two (DMRD 902 
(1989 ] ) 
OBJECTIVE OP CURRENT RESEARCH 
'T'his study develops aggregation schemes for DLA products, 
customers, and suppliers which al l ow DLA's distribution system 
to be modeled within SAILS and allows SAILS' underlying 
mathematical model to be solved in a reasonable time without 
significant loss of fidelity. To evaluate the validity of the 
aggregation techniques, several commodi t y and cust.omer 
aggregation schemes are formulated. Comparisons are made 
between the solutions generated from the different techniques 
high:ighting sign.i(icant variation . The base year for 
purposes of this study is fiscal year 1992 Historical files 
for fiscal year 1992 show that DLA: 
• procured material from over 10,000 suppliers; 
• processed and shipped over fifteen million requisitions 
with a total weight of over one billion pounds; and 
served over 45,000 customers including all military 
services and other government activities. 
C. THESIS OUTLINE 
Chapter II discusses the 1978 Department of Defense 
Materia l Di stribution System (DODMDSI study and rel ated 
literature. Chapter III discusses the aggregation schemes 
developed. Chapter IV provides computational experience. 
Chapter V presents conclusions and recommendations . Appendix 
A contains the underlying mathematical model used by SAILS . 
Appendix B provides a l isting of the material groupings 
managed by DLA . Appendix C presents a statistical surrunary of 
the material transaction file supplied by DLA for this study. 
Appendix D details the four different commodity aggregation 
schemes . Appendix E describes the customer aggregation 
schemes . 
II RELATED STUDIES 
The DLA distribution system • ..:as examined in 1978 by the 
Department of Defense Material Distribution System (DODMDS) 
study, a joint service effort commissioned after the Vietnam 
war to reduce DOD operating costs. The purpose of this study 
was to examine the existing distribution system and recommend 
improvements which would support individual Service 
operational requirements in an effective and efficient manner. 
This chapter reviews this study and studies accomplished on 
civilian distribution networks which are useful as a 
foundation for developing aggregation schemes. 
A, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE MATBR:Uo.L DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
( DODMDS ) STUDY 
The oom.ms study, undertaken in April 1975, examined the 
distribution systems operated by the Army, Air Force, Navy, 
Marines, and DLA within the fifty United States. This study 
examined the entire DOD distribution network which included 
maintenance depots as well as storage facilities. All 
material managed by these serv:lces and required with i n the 
United States a:Jd overseas was included with the exception of 
the following products: bulk petroleum, perishable 
subsistence; ammunition; chemical, biological, and 
radiological items ; industrial plant equipment; and some major 
end i tems (i . e . ships, aircraft, a nd ~trategic missiles) 
(OODMOS {1978 ] Vol I p, 9) . Because of the inclusion of 
repai r a b le components and the need for this type o f material 
to be returned to maintenance facilities for repair, the 
material return network was examine:l as wel l . Released in 
1978, the study provided an optimal distribution network for 
DOD , but these r esu l ts were never implemented. 
The DODMDS study group acknowledged a problem which is 
inherent in any exa minat i on of a system this extensive where 
data aggregat1on required : 
Large scale studies have frequently been criticized for 
aggregating a problem out of existence and unwittingly 
biasing the results t h r ough the aggregation process. 
(DODHDS [1978] Vol I p. 27) 
DLA agreed with this criticism. In their opi nion, data 
aggregation significantly reduc es the variability associated 
wi th individual i t ems and demand locations (DLA [1978)) . The 
major assumption underlying the DODMDS study i s demand 
stability and thi s s ituation is not always the with 
:JLA's demand patterns . Hobbs and Lanagan [1992 [ find t .hat 
demand stability for DLA requirements is an erroneous 
assumption. According t o their study, de:nand variability 
exists on three levels: 
Examining total demand across all commodities and over a 
10 year period, annual demand experiences a 33 percent 
decrease :rom a peak year to the minimum Der.i od ; 
Within two commodities examined individually !Electronics 
and General I , annual demand decreases approximately 25 and 
30 percent respectively over a seven year period; 
Using L .... •o different populations of items and the six 
original DLA depot s !Mechanicsburg, Ri chmond , Memphis, 
Columbus , Ogden, and Tracy), Hobbs a nd Lanagan examine the 
workload variability for these depots over a t·,.,.o year 
period. For popu l ation A (103 , 0 0 0 items), these depots 
experience shifts in the number of transactions from an 
increase of 10 pe~cent to a decrease o f 3 percent and 
d ecreases in shipment quantities from 12 percent to 20 
percent . For population B (219, 000 i t ems), the number o f 
transactions vary from a n increase of 9 percent to a 
decrease of 7 percent and the quantities shipped vary from 
a plus of 2 percent to a minus 23 percent; 
Us i ng the same two population groups (population A, 
103,000 items and population B, 219,000 items) and 11 
customer groupJ.ngs, Hobbs and Lanagan e xamine the 
variability of de mand within customer clusters over a two 
year period. For populat ion A, the number of transactions 
processed vary from a plus 8 percent to a minus 6 percent 
and the actual quant i ties shipp ed vari es from a minus 3 
percent. to a minus 29 percent . For populat i on B, the 
number of transactions vary bet ween a plus 4 percent to a 
mi nus 16 percent while the actual quant i t ies shipped 
varies from a minus 3 percent to a minus 26 percent . 
These results show that customer demand may not be stable 
between periods for a geographic location but offer no 
predictive es l i mates of f uture demand patterns. Experience 
with SAILS in the private sector (Karrenbauer [1994]) has 
shown that demand variabi lity with commercial organizations 
far exceeds that reported by Hobbs and Lanagan [1992) and that 
DLA' s distribution network can be meaningfully accommodated by 
SAILS. SAILS devel ops a optimal strategic distributio n 
netwoJ:"k ( i . e . , de:.eJ:"mines optimal depot locations for the 
network operating over a long time-f rame) as opposed to a 
t <~.ctical or operational plan designed to make daily d ec:.sions . 
This study, like the DODMDS study , bases its analysis and 
conclusions on one year· s historic data . 
The aggregation techniques utilized in the DODMDS study 
are used as a template for the schemes of this current study. 
Specific similarities and differences between the aggregations 
of the OODMDS study and the ones presented in this thesis are 
addressed in follow on chapters. 
B . O'l'HBR S'l'UDIBS 
In r ecent years s ubstantial research has been accomplished 
discussing location analysis for plants , distribution 
facilities, retail activities, and service centers (House 
[1978]; Geoffrion [1976]; Geoffrion and Graves [1974 ] ; Ghosh 
and Mclafferty [1987]; Khumawala and Whybark [1971]; 
Klincewicz [1985]; Neebe and Khumawala [1981]; Cooper [1967]; 
Geoffrion and Powers [1993]) According to Geoffrion and 
Powers [1993 p , 2], these studi es have resolved the f ollowing 
basic distribution network p l anning questions: 
• How many distribution centers should there be and where 
should they be located? 
• What size should each distribution center be and what 
products should it carry? 
• What distribution center (plant) should service each 
custo;ner? 
Should all stocking point s carry a ll products or 
specialize by p::.-oduct line? 
How should each plant· s output be allocated among 
distribution plants/customers? 
What should the annual transportation flows be? Should 
poo l points be used, and if so where should they be? 
For a given level of customer service, what is the cost 
savings for the propose d system? 
On the other hand, there has been limited research conducted 
on the aggregation techniques necessary to facilitate data 
input into these models and t:he results these schemes have on 
final solutions . As House and Jamie [1981] state: 
Research conducted in the past several years has focused 
almost exclusively on techniques employed in planning . .. 
very little research appears to have been conducted in 
determining the sensitivity of planning results to the 
met hods employed in aggregating data. (House a nd Jamie 
(1 981 ] ) 
Recent improvements i n computers and the location models 
allow inputs to be much more voluminous and detailed than 
previously, but data aggregation is still necessary . Bender 
acknowledges the importance of aggregating data correctly: 
The most crit i cal step in the analysis and design 
process i s to determine the :-ight level of data 
aggregation: the more aggregated the data, the greater 
the potential errors in analysis , but the simpler it 
is to analyze , and the cheaper it is to assemble . 
(Bender [1985] p. 157} 
1. PRODUCT AGGREGATION 
DLA manages three million line 
Recognit~on of each of these products indivi dually is 
impractical for any facility l ocation model thus some product 
aggrega t ion is required. 
To aggregate products there are four factors according 
to Bender which must be considered : (Bender [1985} p. 157) 
• Market: identify the top products which account for the 
bulk of material shipped; account for the different sales 
ratios in the various markets; 
Logistic: aggregate products with similar transportation 
rates, handling, and storage characteristics; 
Production: aggregate products with similar unit 
production costs and those produced in the same plants; 
and 
Organizational: aggregate products based on any unique 
requirements of the organization. 
The aggregation studies reviewed in this thesis have 
concentrated on product aggregations. These studies 
{House and Jamie [1981]; Ballou [19911 and [1993]) examine 
distribution systems comprised of a limited number of consumer 
oriented products or product lines where the need to aggregate 
has not been considered or the aggregation scheme is 
straightforward. With product aggregation, the variability 
inherent in individual products is reduced. Ballou [1991] 
diminishes the importance of product differences concluding 
that these differences did not play a major factor in demand 
cluster determinations: 
Different transport rates associated with different 
products do not significantly affect the number of 
clusters to be used. or the manner in which the clusters 
are formed... product differences and their shipment 
sizes can be eliminated as an important variable in the 
selection of demand clusters . (Ballou [1991] p. 14) 
10 
Civilian distribution systems typically manage simi lar 
products . Converse l y, DLA handles a varied line of products . 
This study determines whether product aggregation schemes have 
impact on depot l ocation decisions . 
2. GEOGRAPHIC CUSTOMER AGGRBGATI:ON 
DLA has over 45, 000 customers . Recogni t ion of each of 
these customers indivi dually is impractical fo.t· any faci l ity 
location model thus some customer aggregat ion is r e quired. 
A numbe r o f approaches has been used by analyses to 
aggregate inc l udi ng g r ouping customers by : 
geographic proximity, type o f c ustomer , type of export, or 
specific c ustomer service requirements. Georeferencing 
approaches typically rely on Standard Metropolitan Statistical 
Areas . individual states, and post al zip code sections to 
aggregate custoners 
Ballou [1993] uses a met hod that is part i c ular l y 
suiled for this study ....,::,.ereby the 900 three-digit zip codes 
are used as a starting point The pa.:..r of zip codes closest 
t.o one another are combined to f orm one cluster. This process 
is repeated until the desired number of clusters i s attained . 
The cent er of the cluster is deterrr.ined and this point becomes 
the derr.and locat ion for that grouping of customer-s. 
Errors arise as transportation cos t s are calculated 
based on distance measurements fro~ the service cent er t o the 
midpoint o f a c lus t er region as opposed to an actual location . 
11 
Hillsman and Rhoda [1978] state that three types of errors are 
create d as the result of this estimation : 
• Cost error: cost errors resul ts from measuring distance to 
the service center from t he aggregated point instead of 
from the actual demand points ; 
Error is created when the service center is l ocated at the 
aggre gated point in which case t he distance f r om service 
center to demand is zero. This measurement underestimates 
the true transportation costs as the center is actually 
serving dispersed demand ; and 
Errors are created when distances from aggregated demand 
points to service center are used to assign demand to the 
nearest center . In this situation some demand may be 
assigned to the wrong center. 
Hillsman and Rhoda {1978) ana l yze the magnitude of these types 
of errors for contrived demand patterns. They conclude that 
demand aggregation causes distance measurement errors up to 8% 
for their contrived demand patterns and expect higher 
percentages for actual systems . 
Extending Hillsman and Rhoda's resear ch, Casillas 
[1987) conducts a study which determined the effects certain 
factors have on the facility location problem. Casillas 
defines the following two types of errors created as the 
result of demand aggregation: 
• Cost-estimate error: the difference between the cost to 
service aggregated demand from the optimal service 
location and the true cost of servicing the unaggregated 
demand from that location ; 
• Optimality error: the effect of misallocating demand to 
service centers and the resultant mislocation of these 
centers based on the of aggregated rather than 
unaggregated demand . 
12 
Varying "the level of aggregation , the location of aggregated 
demand points, and the number of service centers to be 
located, • his study determines the effect these factors have 
on the objective function and the location of the service 
Casillas' results show that the cost-estimate error 
is monotonically increasing with the number of source points 
and the level of aggregation . The results for the optimality 
error are not as conclusive in that there is no established 
pattern relating the optimality error with the nwnber of 
source points and the level of aggregation . Casillas' 
conclusion is that in general customer aggregation does not 
have a significant effect on the location of service centers . 
Current and Schilling [1987) also extend the research 
of Hillsman and Rhoda . They state that demand aggregation 
results in the loss of locational information which may result 
in suboptimal service center location. Their study devises a 
method of formulating the aggregated customer regions such 
that all but the third error (assigning demand to the nearest 
center) are eliminated . They compare their method to the 
traditional methods of forming clusters. Current and 
Schilling's study is accomplished on a distribution network 
consisting of 681 nodes aggregated into 30 and 70 demand 
units; five, seven, and nine source points; and uses four 
different sets of demand data . Using Casillas ' definitions 
for optimality and cost errors, their study yields the 
following results: 
13 
both optimality and costing errors increase monotonically 
with the number of sources; and 
both optimality and costing errors decrease as the number 
of demand clusters increase. 
Research conducted by House and Jaimie [1981] on a 
distribution system consisting of seven market demand systems, 
eight warehouse networks, three shipment size groupings, and 
three consumer-oriented products reaches the following 
cone! us ions : 
as the number of markets increases, the outbound freight 
errors decreases; 
error in outbound transportation cost estimation can not 
be reasonably controlled with market systems of less than 
100 aggregated customer points; 
shipment errors can be maintained within 2 3 percent 
with at least 150 markets; and 
as the nwnber of distribution points increases relative to 
the number of markets transportation costing error 
Ballou [1991 and 1993] extends the research conducted 
by House and Jaimie [1981] examining the transportation 
costing error occurring in a distribution system. Ballou 
determines the effect the number of clusters, size of the 
clusters , and the number of source points have on the 
transportation costing error. Examining a distribution 
network consisting of source points ranging in nwnber from 1 
to 100, market clusters ranging in nwnber from 50 to 900, and 
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shipment sizes ranging from 500 pounds to a full truckload 
Ballou (1993 , p. 15] arrives at the following conclusions : 
• ~~~l~~~;.?;;p:~ca\\cepr~~l~~~~g 100 to 200 clusters is not 
• c'?nt7.:~}Iing the cluster size during cluster formation can 
5190}-tlcant l y reduce transportation cost1ng error; 
":'grouping custo~rs by proximity is a re.asonable way to 
form clusters ~nd reduces transport costJ..ng error ; 
~~!!~g c~~~~~r~~es not exceed 1. 5 percent for carefully-
as the nu!Twer of sources increases the costing error also 
rises / 
~~~~~~~5 /ar0~rs are reduced with increased 
costing error!:j increase as the number of 
increases relt:.ive to the number of clusters. 
numbers of 
facilities 
Ballou [1993, p. 17] presents recommendations for total 
customer aggregations based on the number of source points, 
a l lowable error, and cluster size expressed as a percentage of 
total de:nand existing in the distribution network. 
In summary, all literature suggests that as the number 
of customer groupings is reduced the area of the aggregated 
zone increases resulting in an increase in transpo r tation 
cost1ng errors . In the formulation of these customer 
groupings, these authors agree that: 
aggregation by proximi t y is a reasonable approach ; and 
as the number of sources or depots increase relative to 
the number of customers , transportation costing error 
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Ballou [19931 suggests that customer groupings in the 100 to 
200 range is not applicable to all situations . For 
distribution networks wit h 25 source poin ts lOLA's si ze), his 
study suggests that the mmlher of customer groupings should be 
in the 300 to 500 range . Th is recommendation seems 
inapplicable to DLA because the top 100 thr ee-digit zip codes 
account for approximately 84 percent of the material 
processed . The contention here is that a significant increase 
in transportation accuracy wi ll not be gained through 
increasing the numberD( cust~er groupiJl9S much above 100 -. 
This study tests a range of customer groupings between 100 and 
200. 
3. SUPPLIER AGGRBGATION 
DLA has over 10,000 suppliers. Recognit i on of each of 
these suppliers individually is impractical for any facility 
location model thus some supplier aggregation is required. 
Other- than the procur ement source aggregation scheme 
presented in the DODMDS study, there appears to be no other 
literature on supplier aggregation. The DODI1DS study 
identifies the rationale for aggregating material sources as : 
"the large number a nd geographica l dispersion of procurement 
soucces; the dimensional limitations of the analytical models ; 
and the need to make the data comprehensible t o f a cilitate 
analysis" (DOD!o'.DS Vol II: (1978] Section 4 p . 4 . 2l . Because 
of the similar objectives, it seems reasonable La aggregate 
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suppliers in the same fashion as customers, loJhereby a 
georeferencing system is used to identify major supplier zones 
and those remaining are aggregated with the major ones based 
on proximity. The specific approach used in the OODMDS study 
is addressed in subsequent sections. 
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:I:I:I AGGJUlGAT:ION SCHEMES 
This chapter discusses aggregation schemes for DLA's 
products, customers, and suppliers . Similarities and 
differences between aggregat i ons in this thesis and the oomms 
study are highlighted . 
A, PRODUCT AGGRBGAT:IONS 
DLA manages over three million line items. Recognition of 
each of these products individually is impractical for any 
facility location model : Some product aggregation is required . 
The goal in this aggregation process is to develop categories 
which are sut ficiently homogeneous for modeling purposes : 
Product groupings should have similar management, shipping, 
a.nd handling characteristics. Because the DODMDS study is 
the onJy study of the literature reviewed which examines 
product aggregations, the OODMDS study provides the template 
for the schemes employed in this study. 
Each item managed within the Federal supply system is 
assigned a national stock number (NSN) which uniquely 
identities the item. The first four digits of the NSN is 
referred to as the Federal Supply Classification (FSC ) and the 
last nine digits are the National Item Identification Number 
(NIIN) . Figure 3 . 1 provides an example of the NSN for a steel 
wood screw. The four-digit FSC categori zes all material 
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managed within the Federal system. The first two digits of 
the FSC identifies the major materia l groupings (in the 
example shown in Figure 3 . 1, FSC group 53 signifies that this 
item belongs to the H.!!irdware and Abrasives group). 
NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER 




Figure 3 .1: National Stock Number for a steel screw. The FSC 
5305 expresses the group and class for the item: Group 53 
signi=ies this item belongs to t he Hardware and Abrasives 
Group and Class 05 signifies the item is a screw. The NIIN 
00-010-1944 u:;iquely identifies t his particular steel screw. 
There are sixty-eight differ ent g r o ups managed by DLA which 
are l i sted in Appendix B. The second two digits represent the 
FSC class which provides a more detai l ed descriptio n of the 
type of material included in a group (Appendix B provides a 
detailed description of the classes available i n FSC group 53 
Hardware and Abrasives) . The FSC forms a natural grouping 
mechanism since it "relates l ike items of supply and 
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conversely separates unlike i t ems of supply" (DLA Hl [1985]). 
Because of the large nwnber of items and the diversity of 
material managed by DLA, the ease with which an aggregation 
scheme based on this system could be implemented, as well as 
the unique requirements of each service, aggregation 
strategies based on FSC are t he most appealing approach. 
The product aggregations developed are based on the 
Material Release Order files for fiscal year 1992 looking at 
the commodities listed in Table 3.1. These files are provided 
by the :Jefense Operations Research Office (DORO) and detailed 
;natenal shipments for the specific commodities for the year. 
Table 3.1: DLA provided the Material Re lease Order files for 
FY 1992 which l i sts all depot-to-customer shipments for FY 
1992. All material in the Material Release Order files are 
labelled according to the following corranodities. 







Because of difficulty obtaining and manipulating the required 
files , subsistence items (which accounted for 25 percent of 
total shipment weight in the DODMDS study) are excluded from 
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this study. This exclusion is modeled by us i ng a conservative 
estimate of capacity as discussed in Lhe following chapter . 
F'SC offers an initial grouping of like items based mainly 
on management criteria. Shipping and handling characteristics 
are obtained by a statistical analysis of these groupings 
which shows the degree of homogeneity '"'ithin FSC . The DODMDS 
study (DODMDS (1978) Vol III Section 4) subdivided all items 
within a FSC into fifteen intervals by unit weight, unit cube, 
and unit price. StatisLical analysis of these groupings \.,.as 
accomplished to determine homogeneity wi thin FSC. Four 
independent groups of analysts determined thaL like rsc • s 
could be aggregated based on physical characteristics using 
the following ranking scheme; 
primary importance was placed on unit weight within FSC; 
secondary emphasis was placed on the issue weight for 
items within FSC; and 
the number of issues of individual items and the quantity 
of items issued were considered within FSC. 
This aggregation process was per f ormed iteratively where 
statistical analysis (calculation of mean and variance for the 
above chal-actel·istics) o: the groupings determined whether 
aggregations were sufficiently homogeneous . The study derived 
72 - aggregate products which the DODMDS study concluded were 
sufficiently homogeneous for modeling purposes . These 72-
aggregate products were further aggregated until 27-aggregate 
products resulted. 
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In addition to the DODMDS study, a number of other 
aggregation studies (See House and Jamie [1981]; Ballou {1991] 
and [1993]; Current and Schilling [1987]) have focused on 
shipment weight in transportation rate determination . As a 
result of conclusions derived from these studies and on DLA's 
evolution toward use of innovative depot~to-customer shipping 
modes, this thesis concentrates on weight characteristics to 
determine product aggregations . 
A statistical analysis of the transaction files reveals 
the following: 
91% of the to_tal~ weight issued is composed of just_ 90 
FSC'§..i 
90% of the. t.ot.al_issues is accounted for by just 90 FSC's; 
and 
56 of the FSC' s aQpear in both of these categories . 
Because repairable components are not included, variability 
with in FSC groupings is not as significant as that found in 
the DODMDS study. However, as Appendix C shows, significant 
variability still exists within FSC groupings . Further 
analysis reveals that 92% of the material shipments are less 
than fifty pounds . The material in the large weight 
categories is significantly different from the norm which 
helps explain the large variance found v.·ithin each grouping. 
The following four product aggregation schemes are 
developed and provided in detail in Appendix D: 
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57-aggregate products: Accomplished strictly by FSC 
product groupings . No distinction is made within product 
groupings between aviation and non-aviation related 
materia l . 
44-aggregate products: The 67 aggregate products are 
further aggregated by grouping like items. A distinction 
is made within groupings between aviation and non-aviation 
related material. 
29-aggregate products: The 44 aggregate products are 
further aggregated by grouping like items. 
49 -aggregate products: Thi s approach is based on demand. 
Taking the top 75 FSC' s by frequency of demand and total 
weight requisitioned, the FSC's which appear in both 
categories are the focus of a aggregate product and like 
items are grouped with these major FSC's. No distinction 
is made between aviation and non-aviation material within 
these aggregate products. Those products annotated with 
an asterisk in Appendix 07 represent aggregate products 
which are not centered around an item appearing on any of 
the top 75 list. Because this material is not similar to 
material found within any of these major group~ngs, 
separate aggregate products are created. 
CUSTOMER AGGREGATIONS 
Customer aggregation is required to model the material 
flows from the distribution facilities to the more than 45,000 
individual DLA customers. As the OODMDS study states: 
"Retaining the accuracy of demand location was most 
significant since the structure of a distribution system 
(distribution center location) is heav.lly influenced by the 
geographical location of the demand and sources of supply" 
(OODMDS Vol III [1978] Section 2 p 2.1). 
The DODMDS study (DODMDS Vol III [1978] Section 2) 
identifies the major ins tallations by total demand and 
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aggregates remaining activities with these major installations 
based on proximity. This process is accomplished wi th three-
digit zip codes and the Department of Defense Automatic 
Address Code (DODAAC), a six-digit code which identifies 
individual activities. DODMDS examined the material flows 
from depot to customer as wel l as material returns from 
customer to depot and created 205 aggregated groupings. Where 
feasib l e, uniformed service identity was retained. 
This thesis uses the three-digit zip code aggregation 
facilities available in SAILS to aggregate customers. 
Aggregation schemes are developed based on the top 259 major 
American cities (as identified in SAILS, see Appendix E) 
These cities are initially identified as the major nodes. All 
customers outside these zones are aggregated with these ma.jor 
areas based on proximity. Dema.nd for deploying and overseas 
activities is assigned to the two containerization facilities: 
Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania on the East coast and Tracy, 
Cali(ornia on Lhe west coast . Of the top 250 DLA. customers 
(as identified by three-digit zip code and total weight 
received), 149 have three-digit zip codes corresponding 
directly to the three-digit zip codes of the 259 I!kljor 
American cities . ;..ttempts to use this 259-customer model in 
SAILS have been unsuccessful: The model dimensions are too 
large to pennit timely solutions . Using the transaction 
information from the 259 - customer model, two customer 
aggregation schemes of 199 and 113 customers are developed. 
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Those cities which had less than 100,000 pounds (1 million 
pounds for the 113-customer aggregation) of shipment activity 
are deleted as major nodes. The total weight received by 
these cities amounts to 2. 6 million pounds which accounts for 
less than one percent of total weight shipped (39 million 
pounds and less than 4 percent for the 113-customer 
aggregation) 'l'he ci t ies included in OOth aggregation schemes 
are provided in Appendix E and a map of the cities comprising 
the 113-customer aggregation is provi ded in Figure 3 . 2 . 
An analysis of the transaction file shows that o f the top 
100 three-di git zip codes (according to total weight shipped), 
66 three-digit zip codes directly correspond to the three-
digit zip codes of the 1 1 3 ma jor cities . These 66 three-digit 
zip codes account for 51 percent of total demand weight and 70 
percent of the total requisitions. 
C. SUPPLIER AGGREGATIONS 
Supplier aggregations are accomplished to facilitate 
dealing with t he 10 , 000 material sources for the DLA 
di s tribution system . For procurement source aggregation, the 
OODMDS study (DODMDS Vol III [1978) Section 4) examines a 
number of alternate strategies and selected "the 80/20 rule" 
(80 percent of the procurement activity repre~ented by 20 
percent of the three-digit zip codes) as the preferred 
strategy : The DODMDS study identified the three-digit zip 
codes which provide 80 percent of the weight, 80 percent of 
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the procurement dollar value, and SO percent of the total 
transactions processed . Ident ified .!IS nodes, these zip codes 
represent fifteen percent of the total United States zip codes 
Figure 3 .2: Cities comprising the 113-customer aggregation 
scheme. These aggregated locations are formed by taking the 
259 major cities identified in SAI LS and deleting those cities 
which account for less than 1 million pounds of demand 
activity {total weight received by these cities is 39 million 
pounds and less than four percent of total weight shipped) . 
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and account for approximately ninety percent of the 
procurement activity in all three categories. The remaining 
sources identified by three-digit zip codes are grouped with 
these nodes based on proximity . 
Initially this study chose to fol l ow the same approach as 
the DODMDS study by identifying ma j or supplier locations by 
three - digit zip codes and aggregating minor supplier zones 
with these primary locations . Because of difficulty with the 
procurement file supplied by DLA, accurate replenishment 
information is unavailable and therefore this study uses a 
supersource or single location as the sole procurement source . 
This location is a centralized l ocation in Memphis , Tennessee 
three-digit zip code ]75 . The DODMDS study uses a supersource 
concept where the transportation rate from depot to customer 
is calculated as if each customer receives the aggregat.e 
product from all suppl i ers at the percentage of the total each 
supplier provides systemwide . This thesis calcula t es the 
transportation rates by aggregate product from the cen tralized 
location to each depot (i . e., assuming all suppliers are 
located at. the supersource) . 
Tran•portation Mode Aggregations 
The DOD transportation sys t e m moves material via the 
shipment modes identified in Table 3.2 . This study 
acknowledges a requisition priority by retaining the mode 
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structure. To facilitate data i nput i nto the SAILS model. 
the modes which experience limited use a r e a ggregated with the 
Table 3 . :2 : This table provides the shipment modes, frequency, 
a nd percentage o f total shipments for the DLA materi al 
shipments for FY 1992 as specified in the Materi al Release 
Order files . Obtained from DLA, these fi l es provide all 
depot -to-customer material shipmen ts for FY 199:2 . 
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major modes as reflected in Table 3 . 3. 
An analysis of the transaction files shows that 84 percent 
of the material is shipped using five modes of shipment . 
The SAILS model has Yellow Freight and United Parcel 
Service rate tables availab l e to determine transportation 
rates . Additionally, user-defined rates can be incorporated 
into the model . This rate information is used to determine 
an average rate per hundredweight (CWTI for each aggregate 
product and depot-to - customer combination . 
Because rate information for the transportation rr.odes 
utilized by the DOD system are not readi l y available, th i s 
study chose to use the UPS and Yellow Freight rates available 
in SAILS to estimate these averages. lf..'hen the eleven 
aggregated modes identified in Table 3 . 3 are used in the SAILS 
model, the results produce excessive SAILS execution times . 
These 11 modes are therefore consolidated into six shipmen t 
categories and a sh i pment prof il e is created based on an 
analysis of the transaction f i le . Table 3.4 details the 
percentage of usage for each of the six modes and their 
categor1es. 
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Table 3.3 : Aggrega t ion of limit ed-use shipment modes into the 
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Table 3.4: This table details the six alternate aggregated 
transportation modes used with model runs, the SAILS rate 
category used for each of these modes, and the usage 
percentages. This information is used by SAILS to calculate 
an average rate per hundredweight for each depot-to-customer 
l1.nk. 
Mode Rate Category Percent 
Truck Load 10000 TO 20000 lbs 32.95 
Less Than Truckload 0 to 5000 lbs 42.94 
Air freight/Air UPS Next Day Air 2 . 72 
Express 
Local Delivery/Rail 400k to 999k 12 . 07 
Surface Parcel Post UPS Surface Parcel 8. 38 
Post 
first Class Mail UPS Second Day Air 0. 94 
MAC/QUICKTRANS 
E . DEPOT AGGREGATIONS 
This study includes the major depots examined by the 
OODMDS study with the addition of Naval Supply Centers in 
Charleston, Pensacola, and Puget Sound. In 1992, DLA used a 
number of secondary storage facilities which were subsequently 
closed. The secondary sites shown in Table 3. 5 have been 
aggregated herein with the major depots based on proximity. 
Wi th the exception of those depots identified for closure in 
1993 under BRAC (Charleston, Oakland, and Pensacola) <BRAC 
[ 1993]), the major depots identified in Table 3. 5 are the 
remaining facilities subject to the next base closure 
examination. Collocated depots (such as Tracy and Sharpe) are 
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T~ble 3. 5: This table provides a listing of the major depots 
and the aggregation process this study uses to combine the 
secondary storage sites "''ith the major depots . Depots that are 
annotated with an asterisk are slated for closure under BRAC 
1993. 
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mainta i ned as separate entities . Figure 3.3 provides the 
relative locations of the 28 major depots . 
Figure 3 . 3: The rel ative location o f the 28 major depots where 
secondary storage facilities are aggregat~d with the major 
depots based on location proximity . 
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IV. COMPO'TAT:IONAL EXPERIENCE 
This chapter contains detailed information on test data, 
scenarios tes t ed, and solutions obtained using SAILS . 
1. 'I'RANSACTION FILE 
The Materi a l Release Order files for fiscal year 1 992 
are obtained from the Defense Operations Research Office 
{OOROJ in Richmond, Virginia. Using the SAS software package 
(SAS I n stitute Inc [1990]) on an AMDAHL 5995-700A mainframe, 
data from the Material Release Order files are summarized and 
manipulated into a transaction file (which is customer demand 
data) in the correct format for SAILS model input. Initially, 
the Mar-erial Release Ord er file i s comprised of approx imatel y 
17 million records . Aft er extracting those requisitions 
c r eated during the base year and removing erroneous records, 
D. trunsaction file comprised of 15 . 8 million material 
shipments and totalling 1 . 03 2 billion pounds is created . 
Due the size of this transaction file , product 
aggregation is accomplished outside the SAILS model. Four 
separate transaction files representing each of the product 
aggregation schemes detai l ed in Chapter 3 is created for input 
into SAILS . These files are formatted in the outbound 
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transaction file format (TF4J (INSIGHT Inc., SAILS Users Manual 
[1993]) required for input into the SAILS model as depicted in 
Table 4 . 1. To limit the size of the input file herein, 
shipment date information is not retained . As a result, all 
tr<"Jns<"Jctions for the period examined are assumed to be 
processed on julian date 92001. This process can 
underestimate total transportation costs as the model develops 
transportation rates based on the shipmenL profile depicted in 
Table 3 . 4 
Table 4 . 1 : SAILS Outbound Transaction File Data Elements 
Four separate transaction !iles representing each of the 












shipment mode i nformation 
three-digit customer zip 
code 
aggregate product number 
total number of 
transactions 
)-character Depot Code 
92001 (total annual demand) 
total weight shipped for 
that aggregate produ ct , 
depot-to-custo~er l ink 
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The transaction file is sorted and surm~arized by aggregate 
product number, three-digit custome r zip code, de pot, and 
shipment mode. The total weight shipped for each aggregate 
product and depot-to-customer link is calculated by 
multiplying the total number o f transactions for that link by 
the mean e xtended weight (an average calculated by mult i plying 
requisition quantity times unit weight) File sizes for the 
four transaction files are provided in Table 4. 2 . 
Table 4 . 2 : Four d ifferent Outbound Transaction Files are 
generated based on the alternate product aggregat i on schemes 
employed. This table details the total number of transactions 
and file sizes for each of these fi l es. 
Product Total • of File S:j.ze Aggregation Aggregate 
Scheme Transactions (megabytes) 
"29" 309,300 36 .2 
"44" 360 , 497 4 2 . 2 
"49" 4 64 , 955 54.4 
"67• 388,001 45.4 
2 . FACILITIES 
Cost and throughput capacity information for the 
distribution depots identified in previous sections 
devel oped based on infonnation p r ovided by DORO and DLA 
Headquarters. Estimates of depot fixed and variable costs 
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are based on information provided by DORO and are listed in 
Table 4.3. This information represents fiscal year 1989 
estimates of depot costs. Since these figures are estimates, 
no attempt to convert these costs to fiscal year 1992 is 
considered. Fixed costs are explicitly expressed and are 
input into the model to the nearest hundred thousand dollars. 
Cost information for Marine Corps facilities at Barstow, 
Albany, and Cherry Point are not provided. Fixed costs for 
these facilities are estimated at ten million dollars. 
Variable costs provided by ..DORO are in uni.t c;ost_p_er 
transaction. Because all transactions in the SAILS model are 
based on CWT, conversion is required. This study finds an 
estimated average weight per transaction and multiplies this 
figure by the number of transactions processed by each depot 
as a rough estimate of total weight processed by the depot 
The variable cost per CWT is then determined by dividing the 
total variable cost for that depot by the total Ch'T processed. 
Both depot fixed and variable costs are provided in Table 4. 3. 
Depot throughput capacity is calculated based on 
estimates provided by DLA headquarters . These estimates are 
based on the number of transactions a facility could handle in 
a day at peak capacity. Since all model calcu l ations are 
based on CWT, conversion to the amount of CNT each facility 
could handle is required. Additionally, these calcul ations 
need to be annualized. The conve r sion process is similar to 
the variable cost calculation where an average weight per 
transl!.ction is estimated. This averege is multiplied by the 
maximum number of transect ions the facility could handle daily 
and a conservative estimate of the nwnber of work days in a 
year (250): Only 250/365 !68 percent). The resulting 
throughput capacity is shown in Table 4 . 3 Because of the 
close proximity of Mechanicsburg and New Cumberland, DLA 
Headquarters expresses their throughput capacity as one total 
which this study splits in half and reports for each facility 
separately. This situation also exists for Sharpe and Tracy 
on the West coast. 
Table 4. 3 : The depot fixed and variable costs and throughput 
for FY 92 used in the SAILS model. 
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RON DESCRIPTIONS 
The SAILS model is run under !rlindows NT on a 586 66MHz 
personal computer with 261 megabytes of extended memory and 
one gigabyte of disk space . With the smaller models (less 
than 49 products and 113 customers), SAILS requires about 125 
megabytes of extended memory to operate. The maximum level of 
extended memory required is 225 megabytes occurring with 199 
customer aggregations. 
The approach here is to systematically reduce throughput 
capacity across all depots to examine the effects these 
reductions have on total costs and the recommended depot 
closures . Five separate versions of the model are run for 
each of the aggregation schemes at full depot throughput 
capacity, and at 90%, 80%, 50% , and 30% of that capacity . 
Addit ionally, the tht·oughput capacity violation penalty 
(available in the SAILS model) is maintained at a high level 
to ensure no capacity violations with in a depot. 
Recall that DLA subsistence items which account f o r 
approximately 25 percent of tot al demand weight are not 
directly modeled in this thesis . The subsistence demand 
weight is indirectly modeled by using a conservative estimate 
of depot throughput capaci ty where a 250 day work year is used 
instead of a 365 day vwrk year {possible during peak periods) 
Runs are accomplished under the four alter nate product 
aggregation schemes, with 113-customer aggregations, and at 
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the five alternate depot throughput capacity levels. 
determine the effects of a different customer aggregations, 
additional runs are accomplished with a 199 customer 
aggregation, 29-aggregate products scheme and at five 
alternate depot throughput capacity levels. 
Within SAILS, the ability exists to specify a maximum 
distance between depot and customer. ~or al l runs with the 
exception of one test case, this distance is set at the 
defaull setting of 7500 miles - essentially unrestricted. 
RESULTS 
Table 4. 4 provides the number of variables and constraints 
for the different models. Intuitively, it would be 
reasonable for the number of variables to increase as the 
number of aggregate products increases, but this is not always 
the case. Recall that the 67-aggregate product scheme is 
created by aggregating products by the two - digi t product 
g roup. The 44- and 29-aggregate product schemes are simply 
further aggregations of the 67 -aggregate produc t scheme. 
Table 4. 4 shows that different aggregation schemes fo r the 44-
and 29-aggregate product schemes create different depot-to-
customer grouping combinations. Recall that the approach is 
s l ightly different for the 49 -aggregate product scheme: 
Aggregate products are created around those FSC ' s which 
experience significant demand. This accounts for the higher 
number of variables. By expanding the number of customer 
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aggregations, both the number of constraints and variables 
increases dramatically as expected . 
Table 4. 4: Five versions of a model depicting the DLA 
distribution system are created in SAILS based on different 
product and customer aggregation schemes. This table describes 
the number of constrllints and va r iables for each of these 
SAILS models. By expanding the number of customer 
aggregations, both the number of constraints and variables 
increases dramatically as expected. 
Aggregate Customer Constraints variables 
Products Aggregations 
29 113 3, 308 78,971 
44 113 3, 308 74,708 
49 113 3, 308 80,132 
67 113 3, 308 67,609 
29 199 5, 802 132,777 
The SAILS model develops an optimal strategic distribution 
network (i . e . , determines optimal depot locations for a 
network operating over a long time-frame) as opposed to a 
tactical or operational plan. As part of this strategic 
modeling, SAILS sole-sources aggregate products to a specific 
depot. SAILS creates two reports to help show the effect of 
sole-sourcing. The accounting baseline repo r ts the tactical 
statistics on actual day-to-day operations and the model 
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baselin!? reports the same statistics p r i or to o p timization 
where aggregate products are sole - sourced to a specific depot. 
Table 4. 5 surnmari zes accounting baseline (actual depot -to-
customer shipments by "product bund l e" - an aggregate product 
before sole-sourcing), model baseline (depot-to - customer 
shipments after sole-sourcing or assignment of an aggregated 
product group to a specific depot) and the optimal solution 
for the 29-aggregate products, 1 13 -customer aggregation , full-
capacity model. Comparisons between the base l ine and depot 
capacities reveal tha t Albany is the only depot which exceeds 
calculated capacity (this deviation is only 29 , 000 CWT; a 
minimal amount in comparison to to t al weight shipped) Test 
runs show that increasing Albany's throughput capacity by this 
amount has no effect on solu t ions. 
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 graphically depict depot throughput 
capacity, accounting baseline, and model baseline for the 29 -
aggrega t e products , 113-customer aggregation, full capacity 
model. Apparent in these graphs and in Table 4. 5 is the fact 
that the depots are not operating at or even near full 
capac.i ty. 
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Table 4. 5 : FY 1992 Transaction Files show by depot the 
o!lccounting baseline (actual depot -to-customer weight shipped), 
the model biJseline (depot-to-customer shipment weight after 
the aggregate product has been sole-sourced to a specific 
depot), and the optimal solution for the 29-aggregate product, 
113-customer aggregation SAILS model. 
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Figure 4.1: FY 92 Comparison of the depot throughput capac::.ty 
to act ual throughput fo~ the 29-aggregate product, ll-3-
customer aggregation SAILS model. For example, Mechanicsbu::.-g 
(depot code SJ..) has an estirr.ated th::.-oug~put capacity over five 
million CW'!' but has actual through;>ut. of l ess than two million 
Ct-.'1'. 




::.gure 4.2: Comparison of the depot throughput capacity to 
baseline model throughput for the 29-aggregate product, 113-
customer agg:::-egation SAILS nodel. When compared to the 
accounting baseline this sho•.-1s the reinimal effect sole-
sourcing aggregate products has on individual depot capacity 
utilization . 
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As depot throughput capacities are reduced, this 
resLriction should increase total costs. Figure 4 . 3 shows 
that , as expected, throughput capacity is reduced and total 
oper ating costs increase . 
Table 4 . 6 swnmarizes costs f or accounting baseline, model 
baseline, and t h e optimal solution . Significant cost savings 
are suggested : Modeled savi ngs total over 300 million dollars. 
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Figure 4. 3: Depicts the total operating costs for each of the 
five depot throughput capacities examined for the 29-aggregate 
products, 113-customer aggregation SAILS model. 
I TOTAL COSTS I 
5ThroughputCapi!citylevels 
Table 4.6: Cost Summarization for the 29-aggregate products, 
113-customer aggregation SAILS model. 
costs Accounting Model Optimal 
Baseline Baseline 
Fixed Costs 418,200 391.000 68,700 
variable Costs 119,550 114,777 87' 990 
Capacity Viol 291,385 621.511 
Replenishment 10,092 10,756 12,470 
Outbound 408,202 342,182 353,999 
Total (excluding 956,044 858,715 523' 159 
penalty) 
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For purposes of this s t udy , the solution gap (the 
difference between a bound on the best possible solutions and 
the best solution obtained) is three percent or less of total 
A detailed discussion of each model run is presented 
in the following paragraphs . 
Results of the runs accomplished at full depot capacity 
are presented in Table 4 . 7 . The solutions for the 29-, 44-, 
and 49-aggregate product schemes are indistinguishable : Total 
costs differ by only $30,000 between the different versions 
and the recoi!U1lended depot closures are identical . The total 
costs for the 67-aggregate products are slightly higher, but 
within the required solution gap . More importantly, the 
recommended depot openings differ by one facility. Unlike 
alternate solutions , this solution recommends that San Diego 
remain open instead of Puget Table 4 . 7 shows that if the 
common configuration from the 29-, 44-, and 49 - aggregate 
products model is fixed in the 67-aggregate produc t model, a 
smaller solution gap results. This shows that a number of 
alternate DLA depot configurations are realizable, all with 
comparable cost savings. 
Table 4. 8 presents results obtained when all depots are 
only allowed 90 percen t of their estimated throughput 
capac~ty. As expected, total costs for the 29 - aggregate 
product model are higher than at fu l l capacity. 
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Table 4. 7: Solutions to the full capacity mode l with 113 -
cus t omer aggregation. Alternate product aggregations produce 
the same depot c1osu:-e decisions. The solution gap represents 
the difference between a bound on the best possible solution 
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Table 4.8: Solutions to the 90 percent capacity model with 
113- c ustomer aggregation. Alternate product aggregations 
produce the same depots c losure decisions. Solution gap 
represents the difference between a bound on the best possible 
solution and the best solution obtained. 
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l\. reduction :.n the number of open depots is apparent when 
comparing the full and 9 0 percent capacity versions: San 
Diego, a larger depot, replaces both Puget and Corpus Christ i . 
Because total throughput capacity available at bot.h Puget and 
Corpus Christi is less than that available at San Diego, this 
a l ternative is a viable one. 
When the solution for recommended depot closures from the 
full capacity run is established in the 90 percent capacity 
version, both the reco!Tllllended nwnber of open depocs and total 
costs increase as expected . However, both solutions are 
\Vithin the required solution gap reinforcing the idea that a 
number of alternate solutions is possible. 
In r.he 90 percent capacity model , t he recommended depot 
configuration for 67-agg regate product version differ-s from 
the others. In this ver-sion, Puget remains o pen which results 
in six total depots remaining open as opposed to five from the 
other versions . As the depot configuration from the others is 
established in the 67-aggregate product model , total costs 
and r.he solut ion gap are less than the previous version . 
With 80 percent capacity, total operating costs a r e 
expected to increase . Table 4 . 9 shows that all versions 
result in these cost incr eases and that depot conf i gurations 
are varied among the different models : 29- and 67 - aggregate 
product versions agree with low solution gaps and the 44- and 
49-aggregate p:roducl versicns agree ·,..,ith slightly higher 
solution gaps. Nhe n t he depot: configuration from the 29-
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aggregate product version is fixed in the 44~ and 49-aggregate 
product models, solution gaps increase. Solution gaps from 
these subsequent runs are still within study requirements and 
therefore represent viable a l ternate solutions. 
At 50 percent capacity, the restricted models become much 
more difficult to solve and the results vary. Solution gaps 
are higher than three percent of total costs and attempts to 
reduce them result in run times in excess of four hours. 
Furthermore, attempts with all models to "lock in" the 29-
aggregate product solution for- comparison purposes also result 
in long run times . The results provided in Table 4.10 
reflect solutions that are within solution gaps of less than 
five percent. 
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Table 4. 9 : Alte r nat e solutions to the 80 percent capacity 
model with 113-cu stomer aggregation . Alter nat e product 
aggregations produce the same de p ot closure dec i s i o n s . 
1a 532,002 1 2.554 
532.495 1 10 
~=- 535,251 1 12.756 
535.278 10 
535.34 ! 12.94053 Mecht"OgderJSin[)iego J&>dP~HiiiCorpu• .. l 
Table 4 . 10 : Solut i ons to 50 percent capacity model with 113-
customer agg r egat i on . Run t imes i n excess of four h ou r s are 
experienced when attemp ting to remain within the three percent 
solution gap. Although depot c l osure recommendations are not 
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Run times for the 30 percent capacity models are 
excessive. Results are obtained for the 44-, 49-, and 67 -
aggregate product models, but not within the required solution 
gap (three percent of total costs ) . As shown in Table 4.11, 
a successful run is attained for the 29-aggregate product 
version, but requires over eight hours of run time. An 
interesting situation occurs at t he 30 percent capacity level s 
for all versions of the model: Hill is forced into the 
solution . Regardless of the throughput violation penalty 
s e tt ing, Hill consistently exceeds capacity by 53,000 C~\>'f. 
'Therefo re, t o achieve any results, the throughput capacity for 
Hill is increased by 53,000 CWT . 
Table 4 .11 : Solutions to the 30 percent capacity model with 
1 13-customer aggregation. Run times in excess of eight h ours 
are experienced when attempting to rema in within the three 
percent solution gap. All aggregations report some depot 
closures and four common depot closures are recommended 
regardless of which model i s used . 
~ ~ggreg•t• Cos',:'t'ooo G., I Q;~~~ts I..'IOSe<l uepol$ Products 
" 
\1 
' ·"' I"·"" " Norfo~k ~:~~=ton~~~~~~~ I L:;::nny 
TinkeriCherryPomt 
792,601 Tobyhanna I McClellan 1 Anniston 
Letterbnny I Red River I Corpus Christo 
792,845 
" 
Tobyhanna I McClellan I Annoston 
Letterkenny/RedRI\IeriCorpusChristi 




A 29-aggregate product, 199-customer aggregation model has 
been created to determine the effect additional customer zones 
have on total costs. Recall that numerous studies report a 
decrease in transportation costing errors \oJhen the nwnber of 
customers is increased . Results from this model are compared 
to the solutions from the 29-aggregate product, 199-customer 
aggregation model. At full capacity, no real difference is 
noted as the same six depots remain open and total costs are 
near equivalent. Results from the 90, 80, 50, and 30 percent 
depot throughput capacity models for this version differ from 
those of the 29-aggregate product, 113-customer aggregation 
version. Additional runs have been required where the 
solution for 29-aggregate product , 113-customer aggregation 
model is fixed in these subsequent models. Table 4.12 shows 
that these additional runs provide equivalent or lower 
solution gaps. Based on these results, additional customer 
:zones would not result in increased detail or significant 
differences in total operating costs. 
All model versions up to this point have not restricted 
the maximum distance between depot and customer. As this 
distance is limited, more depots may be required to satisfy 
customer demand or the solution may retain high cost and less 
efficient facilities just to meet th:is restriction. These 
additional facilities improve delivery times and customer 
service yet increase total operating costs. With recent 
improvements in transportation services, delivery times have 
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been improved significantly. Therefore, the additional cost 
to retain depots to maintain customer service levels may not 
be warranted under current conditions. This study ran a model 
with the depot to customer distance restricted to 1000 miles 
for the 29-aggregate products, 113-customer aggregation, full 
capacity model . Table 4.13 compares the results between the 
restricted and unrestricted versions. 
Table 4.12: Solutions for the 29-aggregate products, 199-
customer aggregation mode! demonstrate that different customer 
aggregations produce essentil!llly the same depot closure 
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When this ct:.stance is restricted, tota l operating costs rise: 
The increase is the result of retaining higher-cost facilities 
sufficiently close to "reach " customers. F'igure 4 . 4 shows 
that a small percentage of total demand is satisfied beyond a 
1, 000 mile range even when there is no range restriction: This 
implies that there should not be a significant change in 
outbound costs as range is restricted to 1, 000 miles which is 
the case. 
An additional run is made with a 300-mile limila tion to 
determine the effects on tota l costs and the number of 
reconunended depots remaining open. .z..s expected total costs 
increase dramatically and the number of open depots increases 
to 16. I n this solution, both capacity violation penalties 
and lost demand penalties (where it is mo re economical to not 
satisfy certain levels of customer demand) are incurred . 
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Table 4 .13: 'I",..ro models are c:.-eated w:tere ':he max imt:.rn distance 
bet~·Jeen de:;;::o:. ar.d :::ustcmer is set at 7500 miles (unrestricted) 
and l OCO rr.iles (restricted). T:"''.is table shows that cost for 
the two rr.o:ie:.s or.ly v aries slightly . 
I FD:ed Van<!?le 1 Kep~rvsment ~ ~oun1 1 Tota I """""' CoW; Costs Costs Costs Corn 
!Restricted 83200 1"om 1"oo9 1 354993 1 5-::o4 s~=~ ,!Ill~=~~ c~~:!:" 1 1000milelimit 
Unrestricted 68700 
7500 mile ~mit 
87990 12470 1 353999 1 523159 
1 Service Range Comparison I 
""' Mileage 
Mech / Ogden / Jax 
Puget / HiU/ COI'pus 
Figure 4 . 4: ':' ... ,o models are created where :.he F.taximum dista nce 
bet\o"lee:-t Gepot c.nd c u stomer '--s either 75GG mi l e s (un restricted) 
and l,CCO mil es (restricted) . This hi s togram p r ese :1ts t:-.e 
pe:.-centage of customer demand satisfied a t t h e vari ous depot 
to customer distances . 3ecause most de:nand is sac:s:ied 
withi:l. the 1,000 mile range eve:1 w:-ten range is l.!n~est~.'.cted, 
there is :10t a significant inc~ease in total costs. 
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V. CONCLUS:IONS AND RECOMMENOAT:IONS 
CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis shows how the Defense Logistics Agency (DLAl 
can save over 300 million dollars annually through depot 
closure and reorganization . This conclusion comes from 
extensive analysis of DLA's distribution network using the 
SAILS model . This thesis derives a 29-product, 113-customer 
aggregation scheme which renders a SAILS model of DLA that is 
easy to use and retains essential fidelity . Extensive 
comparisons between this aggregation scheme and others (44-, 
49-, and 57-product; and 199- and 113-customer aggregations ) 
at depot throughput capacities of 100, 90, 80, 50, and 30 
percent of remaining capacity show that: 
G DLA depots currently have excess throughput capacity 
available; and 
• alLernate solutions are possible under the current DLA 
distribution network . 
A discussion of each of these points is presented in the 
following paragraphs . 
DLA depots currently have excess capacity. Even when 
customer service range is restricted to 1, 000 miles from the 
supplying depot, significant cost reductions in d i stribution 
network costs can be achieved without a corresponding decrease 
in customer service levels . 
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Results from the different aggregation schemes show that 
alternate solutions are possible at about the same cost level. 
As the solution from the recommended model version is fixed in 
those model s which deviate from the 29-product, 113-customer 
aggregation version equivalent:: solutions are obl:ained . For 
this reason and the fact t hat the smaller version results in 
responsive SAILS execution, the 29-product, 1 13-customer 
aggregation model is recommended to model the DLA distribution 
network . 
Recall that a customer service restr:iction where the 
maximum distance between depot and customer is restricted to 
1000 miles led to an increase in total operating costs of over 
30 million dollars. As this distance is limited , more depots 
may be required to sat isfy customer demand or the sol ution may 
retain high cost and less efficient facilities just to meet 
this restriction. This study contends that with recent 
improvements in transportation services and delivery times no 
significant improvement in customer service is obtainable by 
ensuring depots are located "close· to or even coLlocated 
with all customers . 
8 . RECOMMENDATIONS 
Though the personal computer version of Lhe SAILS model 
used in this study acco!TI!llodates a large Lransaction f i le, 
aspects of model setup should s ti l l be per formed 
outside SAILS Because SAILS does not possess all of the 
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rate structures for modes used by DOD, this study recommends 
that transportation rates for each product aggregation, depot, 
and customer link be developed outside the model and provided 
as user-defined values. Because of the limited nature of this 
study and the lack of readily available data, this approach 
has not been feasible . 
DLA depots currently have excess capacity . Depot closure 
and reorganization is inevitable under declining Defense 
budgets . This thesis has demonstrated the flexibility of the 
SAILS model and its usefulness as a tool to make these closure 
decisions. Though major concerns exist within DLA about data 
aggregation, this thesis has shown that data aggregation does 
not lead to significant modeling discrepancies within SAILS. 
The 29-aggregate product, 113-customer aggregation model is 
the means to model DLA' s distribution network and SAILS is the 
tool to make these depot closure decisions. 
APPENDIX A 
The following mathema t ical formulation is the general form of 
the SAILS model: 
MODEL FORMULATION 
Indices 
Products (aggregated groups of National Stock Numbers) 
Suppliers (aggregated supplier regionsl 
Distribution depots 






BRDN ; , .1 
LCAP,1 
UCAP 1 
Supplies of each product by supplier 
Cost of each product by supplier 
Inbound transportation cost per product unit, by 
vendor / depot 
Variable handling cost by product / depot 
Fixed cost of operating the depot 
Burden rate per product unit by depot 
Lower/Upper capacity of depot (in burden units) 
Outbound transportation cost per product unit, by 
depot /customer 
OUTBD; ,_., Outbound transportation cost by product from vendor 
to customer 
DEM;. ~ Demand by product/customer 
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VARIABLES 
X , 't,d Inbo und flO\o.'S by product f rom supplier to depot 
Y1,d. Outboun d flows by product from depot to customer 
Z,1 Binary variable to open/close depot 
Q Binary variable for sole sourcing by product / depo t to 




1) 2.-,X; wl + I...P;.,., :S: SUPPLY LV 'V i, V 
2) L,.1Y;,-; , ..- I.,P;.,.,, ?: OEM,,.. 'V i,c 
3) r .,.( BRDN IX ;,., I) $ UCAP 1Z-1 "'d 
L.,v( BRDN. 1X 1.,.,1) ?: LCAP1Z 1 'r/ d 
5! Q 11,.:!>Z.1 'r:/id, c 
6 J I..,.x, .... 1 ?: L. Y1,1. v i,d 
7) Y;,Jc :S DEM,., Q i 1• 'V i.d,c 
L.,o,_,.., "' 1 V i . e 
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CONSTRAINT EXPLANATION 
1) Demand can not exceed supplier's capacity. 
2) All customer demand must be met. 
3) For each depot, throughput must not exceed depot capacity. 
Since handling of appregate products is not uniform, a 
burden rate is determined for each aggregate product. 
4) The fixed cost of operating depots must remain within 
budgetary constraints. 
5) This constraint ensures that ·sole sourcing" a customer 
zone assignments can only be made to open depots . 
6) This is the flow balance constraint. 
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